Given a vertex-weighted connected graph G = (V, E), the maximum weight internal spanning tree (MwIST for short) problem asks for a spanning tree T of G such that the total weight of the internal vertices in T is maximized. The unweighted variant, denoted as MIST, is NPhard and APX-hard, and the currently best approximation algorithm has a proven performance ratio 13/17. The currently best approximation algorithm for MwIST only has a performance ratio 1/3 − ǫ, for any ǫ > 0. In this paper, we present a simple algorithm based on a novel relationship between MwIST and the maximum weight matching, and show that it achieves a better approximation ratio of 1/2. When restricted to claw-free graphs, a special case been previously studied, we design a 7/12-approximation algorithm.
Introduction
The following corollary directly follows from Lemma 1, stating an upper bound on the total weight of an optimal solution to the MwIST problem.
Corollary 1 Let T * denote an optimal (maximum weight internal) spanning tree of G. Then, w(T * ) ≤ w(M * ).
We next start with M * to construct a spanning tree T . Let the edges of M * be e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k ; let e j = {a j , b j }, such that w(a j ) ≥ w(b j ), for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k. Note that there could be vertices of degree 0 in the spanning subgraph G[V, M * ] with the edge set M * , and there could be edges of weight 0 in M * ; let X denote the set of such degree-0 vertices and the end-vertices of such weight-0 edges. Essentially we do not worry about the degree of any vertex of X in our final tree T , since their weights (if any) are not counted towards w(M * ). This way, we assume without loss of generality that w(a j ) > 0 for each edge e j of M * , and consequently the degree of a j is d G (a j ) ≥ 2, that is, a j is adjacent to at least one other vertex than b j in the graph G. Let A = {a j | j = 1, 2, . . . , k}, and B = {b j | j = 1, 2, . . . , k}; note that V = A ∪ B ∪ X.
Let E aa = E(A, A ∪ X), i.e., the set of edges each connecting a vertex of A and a vertex of A ∪ X, and E ab = E(A, B), i.e., the set of edges each connecting a vertex of A and a vertex of B. Our construction algorithm first computes a maximal acyclic subgraph of G, denoted as H 0 , by adding a subset of edges of E aa to M * . This subset of edges is a maximum weight spanning forest on A ∪ X, and it can be computed in O(|E aa | log n)-time via a linear scan. In the achieved subgraph H 0 , if one connected component C contains more than one edge, then the vertex a j of each edge e j = {a j , b j } in C has degree at least 2, i.e. is internal. Therefore, the total weight of the internal vertices in the component C is at least half of w(C ∩ M * ), and C is called settled and left alone by the algorithm.
Our algorithm next considers an arbitrary edge of M * that is not yet in any settled component, say e j = {a j , b j }. In other words, the edge e j is an isolated component in the subgraph H 0 . This implies that the vertex a j is not incident to any edge of E aa , and thus it has to be adjacent to some vertex in B − {b j }. If a j is adjacent to some vertex b i in a settled component, then this edge (a j , b i ) is added to the subgraph H 0 (the edge e j is said merged into a settled component) and the iteration ends. The updated component remains settled, as w(a j ) ≥ w(e j )/2 is saved towards the weight of the final tree T .
In the other case, the vertex a j is adjacent to a vertex b i , such that the edge e i = {a i , b i } is also an isolated component in the current subgraph. After adding the edge (a j , b i ) to the subgraph, the algorithm works with the vertex a i exactly the same as with a j at the beginning. That is, if a i is adjacent to some vertex b ℓ in a settled component, then this edge (a i , b ℓ ) is added to the subgraph (the component that a i belongs to is merged into a settled component) and the iteration ends; if a i is adjacent to a vertex b ℓ , such that the edge e ℓ = {a ℓ , b ℓ } is also an isolated component in the current subgraph, then the edge (a i , b ℓ ) is added to the subgraph, the algorithm works with the vertex a ℓ exactly the same as with a j at the beginning; in the last case, a i is adjacent to a vertex b ℓ inside the current component that a i belongs to, then the edge (a i , b ℓ ) is added to the current component to create a cycle, subsequently the lightest edge of M * in the cycle is removed, the iteration ends, and the current component becomes settled. We note that in the above last case, the formed cycle in the current component contains at least 2 edges of M * ; breaking the cycle by removing the lightest edge ensures that at least half of the total weight of the edges of M * in this cycle (and thus in this component) is saved towards the weight of the final tree T . Therefore, when the iteration ends, the resulting component is settled.
When the second step of the algorithm terminates, there is no isolated edge of M * in the current subgraph, denoted as H 1 , and each component is acyclic and settled. In the last step, the algorithm connects the components of H 1 into a spanning tree using any possible edges of E. We denote the entire algorithm as Approx.
Lemma 2 At the end of the second step of the algorithm Approx, every component C of the achieved subgraph H 1 is acyclic and settled (i.e., w(C) ≥ w(C ∩ M * )/2).
Proof. Let C denote a component; C ∩ M * is the subset of M * , each edge of which has both end-vertices in C.
If C is obtained at the end of the first step, then C is acyclic and for every edge e j ∈ C ∩ M * , the vertex a j has degree at least 2, and thus w(C) ≥ w(C ∩ M * )/2.
If a subgraph of C is obtained at the end of the first step but C is finalized in the second step, then C is also acyclic and for every edge e j ∈ C ∩ M * , the vertex a j has degree at least 2, and thus w(C) ≥ w(C ∩ M * )/2.
If C is newly formed and finalized in the second step, then at the time C was formed, there was a cycle containing at least 2 edges of M * of which the lightest one is removed to ensure the acyclicity, and thus the total weight of the internal vertices on this path is at least half of the total weight of the edges of M * on this cycle. Also, the vertex a j of every edge e j not on the cycle has degree at least 2. Thus, w(C) ≥ w(C ∩ M * )/2. ✷
Theorem 1 The algorithm Approx is a 1/2-approximation for the MwIST problem.
Proof. One clearly sees that Approx runs in polynomial time, and in fact the running time is dominated by computing the maximum weight matching M * . From Lemma 2, at the end of the second step of the algorithm Approx, every component C of the achieved subgraph H 1 is acyclic and satisfies w(C) ≥ w(C ∩ M * )/2. Since there is no edge of M * connecting different components of the subgraph H 1 , the total weight of the internal vertices in H 1 is already at least w(M * )/2, i.e. w(H 1 ) ≥ w(M * )/2. The last step of the algorithm may only increase the total weight. This proves that the total weight of the internal vertices of the tree T produced by Approx is
where the last inequality is by Corollary 1, which states that w(M * ) is an upper bound on the optimum. Thus, Approx is a 1/2-approximation for the MwIST problem. ✷ 3 A 7/12-approximation algorithm for claw-free graphs
We present a better approximation algorithm for the MwIST problem on claw-free graphs. A graph G = (V, E) is called claw-free if, for every vertex, at least two of its arbitrary three neighbors are adjacent. We again assume without loss of generality that every leaf in the graph G has weight 0. Besides, we also assume that |V | ≥ 5. We first present a reduction rule, which is a subcase of Operation 4 in [2] , that excludes certain induced subgraphs of the given graph G from consideration. Let tw(C) denote the maximum total weight of the internal vertices in a spanning tree of the subgraph induced on V (C) ∪ v, in which w(v) is revised to 0. Then there is an optimal spanning tree T 1 of G 1 of weight w(T 1 ) if and only if there is an optimal spanning tree T of G of weight w(T ) = w(T 1 ) + tw(C).
; and let T c denote the spanning tree of G c achieving the maximum total weight of the internal vertices, that is, w(T c ) = tw(C) (T c can be computed in O(1)-time).
Note that in T 1 , the leaf u must be adjacent to v and thus w(v) is counted towards w(T 1 ). We can remove the edge {v, u} and u from T 1 while attach the tree T c to T 1 by collapsing the two copies of v. This way, we obtain a spanning tree T of G, of weight w(T ) = w(T 1 ) + w(T c ) since w(v) is not counted towards w(T c ).
Conversely, for any spanning tree T of G, the vertex v is internal due to the existence of C. We may duplicate v and separate out a subtree T c on the set of vertices V (C) ∪ v, in which the weight of v is revised to 0. This subtree T c is thus a spanning tree of G c , and every vertex of V (C) is internal in T if and only if it is internal in T c . We attach the 0-weight vertex u to the vertex v in the remainder tree via the edge {v, u}, which is denoted as T 1 and becomes a spanning tree of G 1 ; note that the vertex v is internal in T 1 . It follows that w(T ) = w(T c ) + w(T 1 ). ✷ See Figure 1 for an illustration of the local configurations specified in Operation 1. When |V (C)| = 2 and G c is a triangle, we refer the configuration as a hanging triangle; when |V (C)| = 3 and G c contains a length-4 cycle, we refer the configuration as a hanging diamond; when |V (C)| = 4 and G c contains a length-5 cycle, we refer the configuration as a hanging pentagon. Applying Operation 1, we assume in the sequel that there is no hanging triangle, or hanging diamond, or hanging pentagon in the given graph G. Let M * denote a maximum weight matching of G, which is computed in O(n min{m log n, n 2 })-time, where n = |V | and m = |E|. Let the edges of M * be e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k ; let e j = {a j , b j }, such that w(a j ) ≥ w(b j ), for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k. For convenience, a j and b j are referred to as the head and the tail vertices of the edge e j , respectively. The same as in the last section, we assume without loss of generality that w(a j ) > 0 for each j, and consequently the degree of a j is d G (a j ) ≥ 2, that is, a j is adjacent to at least one vertex other than b j in the graph G. Let A = {a j | j = 1, 2, . . . , k}, B = {b j | j = 1, 2, . . . , k}, and X = V − (A ∪ B).
Let E aa = E(A, A), i.e., the set of edges each connecting two vertices of A, E ax = E(A, X), i.e., the set of edges each connecting a vertex of A and a vertex of X, and E ab = E(A, B), i.e., the set of edges each connecting a vertex of A and a vertex of B, respectively. Let M aa ⊆ E aa be a maximum cardinality matching within the edge set E aa . We next prove a structure property of the spanning subgraph G[V, M * ∪ M aa ], which has the edge set M * ∪ M aa . For an edge e j = {a j , b j } of M * , if a j is not incident to any edge of M aa , then e j is called isolated
Lemma 3 Assume that two edges e j 1 = {a j 1 , b j 1 } and e j 2 = {a j 2 , b j 2 } of M * are connected by the edge
Then there is at most one isolated edge e j 3 = {a j 3 , b j 3 } whose head a j 3 can be adjacent to a j 1 or a j 2 .
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there are two isolated edges e j 3 = {a j 3 , b j 3 } and e j 4 = {a j 4 , b j 4 } such that both the vertices a j 3 and a j 4 are adjacent to a j 1 or a j 2 . Then from the maximum cardinality of M aa , a j 3 and a j 4 must be both adjacent to a j 1 or both adjacent to a j 2 . Suppose they are both adjacent to a j 1 ; from the claw-free property, at least two of a j 2 , a j 3 and a j 4 are adjacent, which contradicts the maximum cardinality of M aa . This proves the lemma. ✷
For an isolated edge e j 3 = {a j 3 , b j 3 } whose head is adjacent to an edge {a j 1 , a j 2 } ∈ M aa (i.e., satisfying Lemma 3), and assuming that {a j 2 , a j 3 } ∈ E aa , we add the edge {a j 2 , a j 3 } to G[V, M * ∪ M aa ]; consequently the edge e j 3 is no longer isolated. Let N aa denote the set of such added edges associated with M aa . At the end, the achieved subgraph is denoted as
Lemma 4 In the subgraph
• every connected component containing more than one edge has either two or three edges from M * , with their head vertices connected (by the edges of M aa ∪ N aa ) into a path; it is called a type-I component (see Figure 2a ) and a type-II component (see Figure 2b ), respectively;
• for every isolated edge e j = {a j , b j }, the head vertex is incident with at least one edge of E ax ∪ E ab , but with no edge of E aa .
Proof. The proof directly follows the definition of the subgraph H 0 and Lemma 3. ✷ a j 2 a j 1 The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 3.
Lemma 5 Any vertex of X can be adjacent to the head vertices of at most two isolated edges in the subgraph
Proof. By contradiction, assume that x ∈ X and there are three isolated edges
, such that the edge {a j k , x} ∈ E ax . From the claw-free property, at least two of a j 1 , a j 2 and a j 3 are adjacent, which contradicts Lemma 4. This proves the lemma. ✷
For an isolated edge e j = {a j , b j } in the subgraph
whose head is adjacent to a vertex x ∈ X (i.e., satisfying Lemma 5), we add the edge {a j , x} to H 0 ; consequently the edge e j is no longer isolated. Let N ax denote the set of such added edges associated with X. At the end, the achieved subgraph is denoted as Figure 3a) and a type-IV component (see Figure 3b ), respectively;
• for every isolated edge e j = {a j , b j }, the head vertex is incident with at least one edge of E ab , but with no edge of E aa ∪ E ax .
Proof. The proof directly follows the definition of the subgraph H 1 and Lemmas 4 and 5. ✷ Let E ab 0 denote the subset of E ab , to include all the edges {a j , b ℓ } where both the edges e j = {a j , b j } and e ℓ = {a ℓ , b ℓ } are isolated in the subgraph
0 be a maximum cardinality matching within the edge set E ab 0 . Let
be the subgraph obtained from H 1 by adding all the edges of M ab . One clearly sees that all the isolated edges in the subgraph H 1 are connected by the edges of M ab into disjoint paths and cycles; while a path may contain any number of isolated edges, a cycle contains at least two isolated edges. Such a path and a cycle component are called a type-V component (see Figure 4a ) and a type-VI component (see Figure 4b) , respectively.
Note that in a type-V component, there is exactly one head vertex of degree 1 and there is exactly one tail vertex of degree 1. We assume that for the tail vertex in a type-V component, it is not adjacent to the head of any other edge (via an edge of E ab ) in the same component; otherwise, through an edge exchange, the component is decomposed into a smaller type-V component and a new type-VI component. Proof. We first show that the degree-1 head vertex in a type-V component C, denoted as a j , cannot be adjacent to the tail of any edge in another type-V or a type-VI component C ′ . By contradiction, assume {a j , b ℓ } ∈ E ab and e ℓ is in C ′ . If the tail b ℓ is already incident to some edge of M ab , say {a i , b ℓ }, then by the claw-free property at least two of a i , a j , a ℓ must be adjacent, contradicting the fact that they are all isolated in the subgraph H 1 . In the other case, the tail b ℓ is the tail vertex of C ′ (which is a type-V component too), then it violates the maximum cardinality of M ab since {a j , b ℓ } ∈ E ab can be added to increase the size of M ab . This proves the first half of the lemma.
Lemma 7 In the subgraph
The second half can be proven by a simple contradiction using the claw-free property of the graph. ✷ Subsequently, every type-V component C is connected to a type-I, -II, -III, or -IV component C ′ , via the edge between the degree-1 head vertex of C and the tail vertex of an edge in C ′ ∩ M * . This way, the degree-1 tail vertex of C takes up the role of "the tail vertex" of the edge in C ′ ∩ M * , to become a tail vertex in the newly formed bigger component. For simplicity, the type of the component C ′ is passed to the newly formed bigger component. Denote this set of newly added edges as N ab , which is a subset of E ab − M ab . The achieved subgraph is denoted as
Lemma 8 In the subgraph
• there is no isolated type-V component;
• the head vertex of every edge of M * has degree at least 2.
Proof. The first half of the lemma follows from Lemma 7; the second half holds since there is no more isolated type-V component, which is the only type of component containing a degree-1 head vertex.
✷
We next create a set F of edges that are used to interconnect the components in the subgraph H 3 . F is initialized to be empty. By Lemma 8, for every type-I, -II, -III, or -IV component C in the subgraph H 3 , of weight w(C ∩M * ), it is a tree and the total weight of the internal vertices therein is at least 1 2 w(C ∩ M * ); for every type-VI component C, which is a cycle, by deleting the lightest edge of C ∩ M * from C we obtain a path and the total weight of the internal vertices in this path is also at least 1 2 w(C ∩ M * ). In the next five lemmas, we show that every component C in the subgraph H 3 can be converted into a tree on the same set of vertices, possibly with one edge specified for connecting a leaf of this tree outwards, such that the total weight of the internal vertices (and the leaf, if specified) in the tree is at least 2 3 w(C ∩ M * ). The specified edge for the interconnection purpose, is added to F . At the end of the process, the component C is called settled. A settled component C can be expressed in multiple equivalent ways, for example, that the total weight of the internal vertices (and the leaf, if specified) in the resulting tree is at least 2 3 w(C ∩ M * ), or that the total weight of the internal (and the leaf, if specified) vertices in the resulting tree is at least twice the total weight of the leaves (excluding the specified leaf, if any).
In the sequel, we abuse the vertex notation to also denote its weight in math formulae; this simplifies the presentation and the meaning of the notation is easily distinguishable. For estimating the total weight of the internal vertices in a tree in the sequel, we frequently use the following inequality:
Lemma 9 A type-I component in the subgraph H 3 can be settled.
Proof. Consider a type-I component C in the subgraph H 3 . Recall from Lemma 8 and the paragraph right above it, that a general type-I component is an original type-I component (shown in Figure 2a ) augmented with zero to two type-V components.
Let the two original edges of M * in C be e j 1 and e j 2 and the two tail vertices be b 1 and b 2 (which replace b j 1 and b j 2 to be the tail vertices, respectively) with w(b 1 ) ≥ w(b 2 ). The corresponding two head vertices to the tails b 1 and b 2 are denoted as a 1 and a 2 , respectively. See Figure 5 for the general configuration of such a component. We assume that w(b 1 ) > 0, since otherwise C is settled automatically.
The general configuration of a type-I component, with a type-V component adjacent to each of the two tail vertices. Case 1. If b 1 is adjacent to a vertex v outside C, then we add the edge {b 1 , v} to F ; this settles C, since the total weight of the internal vertices in C is at least a 1 + b 1 + a 2 ≥ 3b 2 (recall that a vertex notation here represents the weight of the vertex).
We next consider the case where b 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside C, and thus it has to be adjacent to some vertex inside C. Note that C is a path with b 1 and b 2 being its two ending vertices. Let v denote the vertex adjacent to b 1 that is the farthest to b 1 on C. We distinguish this distance d C (b 1 , v) ≥ 2 and where v locates. 
, then denote the head vertex other than a j 3 that b j 3 is adjacent to as a j 4 (see Figure 6a ). We conclude from the claw-free property that there must be at least an edge among a j 3 , a j 4 , b 1 , which contradicts the identity of the type-V component. Therefore, it is impossible to have Figure 6b ), i.e. there is at least another edge incident at a 1 besides {a 1 , b j 3 } and {a 1 , b 1 }. Denote this neighbor of a 1 as u. If u is inside C, then u = b 2 ; in this case, add the edges {b 1 , b j 3 } and {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 3 } and the lightest among the edges of C ∩ M * from C. This way, the component becomes a tree and thus C is settled. If u is outside C, then we add the edge {b 1 , b j 3 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 3 } from C, and add the edge {a 1 , u} to F ; this way, the component becomes a tree and thus C is settled. This way, the component becomes a tree and thus C is settled. If u is outside C, then we add the edge {b 1 , b j 1 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 1 } from C, and add the edge {a 1 , u} to F ; this way, the component becomes a tree and thus C is settled.
Case 4. If b 1 = b j 1 and v = a j 1 (see Figure 8) , then we leave C as it is when w(b 1 ) ≤ w(b j 1 ), or we add the edge {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C. The total weight of the internal vertices in the resulting path is at least a 2 + a j 1 + a 1 + max{b 1 
and thus C is settled. Figure 10) , then by the claw-free property a j 2 and b 1 must be adjacent.
Case 6.1. If b 2 = b j 2 , then we have three ways to convert C into a path ending at b 2 : 1) doing nothing to leave b 1 as a leaf; 2) adding the edge {a j 2 , b 1 } to C while deleting the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } to leave a j 1 as a leaf; 3) adding the edge {b j 2 , b 1 } to C while deleting the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } to leave a j 2 as a leaf. Then, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices among these three paths is at least
Figure 10: Local configurations corresponding to Case 6, where v = b j 2 .
Case 6.2. If b 2 = b j 2 , that is, there is no type-V component adjacent to b j 2 , then we add the edge {b j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the lightest edge of C ∩ M * from C to settle C, because C ∩ M * contains at least three edges.
and v is in the type-V component containing b 2 , we distinguish whether v is a head or a tail (see Figure 11 ). Case 7.1. If v is a head, say a j 3 of the edge e j 3 (see Figure 11a) , and assume that a j 3 is also adjacent to b j 4 , then we do nothing to C to leave b 1 as a leaf when w(b 1 ) ≤ w(b j 4 ), or add the edge {a j 3 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 3 , b j 4 } from C to leave b j 4 as a leaf. Then, the total weight of the internal vertices in the resulting path is at least a 2 +a 1 +a
Thus, C is settled.
Case 7.2. If v is a tail, say b j 3 of the edge e j 3 (see Figures 11b and 11c ). If b 2 = b j 3 (see Figure 11b ), then we add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C makes it a cycle while delete the lightest edge of C ∩ M * to settle C since there are at least four edges in C ∩ M * ; if b 2 = b j 3 (see Figure 11c) , then by the claw-free property and the definition of v we conclude that b 1 is adjacent to a j 3 too, and thus the argument in Case 7.1 applies to settle C.
In summary, Cases 2-7 together prove that when b 1 = b j 1 , the component C can be settled. We next consider the situation where b 1 = b j 1 , that is, there is no type-V component adjacent to b j 1 (see Figure 12 ). Figure 13) .
Case 8.1. If there is a vertex u outside C that is adjacent to a 1 , then we add the edge {a 1 , u} to F , add the edge {a j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , a j 2 } from C; this way, C is settled. Case 8.2.1. Assuming b 2 = b j 2 , in the former case, we add the edges {a j 2 , b 1 } and {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , a j 2 } and the lightest edge of C ∩ M * from C; this way, C is settled since there were at least three edges in C ∩ M * . In the latter case, we conclude that d G (a j 2 ) ≥ 4 by Operation 1. Recursively, if there is a vertex u outside C that is adjacent to a j 2 , then we add the edge {a j 2 , u} to F , add the edges {a j 2 , b 1 } and {a 1 , b j 2 } to C while delete the edges {a 1 , a j 2 } and {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C; this way, C is settled. Otherwise by the claw-free property a j 2 must be adjacent to b 2 ; we add three edges {a j 2 , b 1 }, {a 1 , b j 2 } and {a j 2 , b 2 } to C while delete the edges {a 1 , a j 2 } and {a j 2 , b j 2 }, and the lightest edge of C ∩ M * from C; this way, C is settled.
Case 8.2.2. Assuming b 2 = b j 2 , that is, there is no type-V component adjacent to b j 2 . We conclude that d G (a 2 ) ≥ 4 and there is a vertex u outside C that is adjacent to a 2 by Operation 1. Thus, we add the edge {a 2 , u} to F , add the edges {a 2 , b 1 } and {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edges {a 1 , a 2 } and {a 2 , b 2 } from C; this way, C is settled. Figure 14) , we consider two possible scenarios. Figure 14a ), then we conclude from the claw-free property and the definition of v that b 1 is also adjacent to a j 2 . By Operation 1, at least one of a 1 and a j 2 must be adjacent to another vertex u.
Case 9.1.1. If there is a vertex u outside C that is adjacent to a 1 (a j 2 , respectively) then we add the edge {a 1 , u} ({a j 2 , u}, respectively) to F , add the edges {b j 2 , b 1 } and {a j 2 , b 1 } ({b j Figure 15) . Case 10.1. If v is a head, say a j 3 of the edge e j 3 (see Figure 15a) , and assume that a j 3 is also adjacent to b j 4 , then we do nothing to C to leave b 1 as a leaf when w(b 1 ) ≤ w(b j 4 ), or add the edge {a j 3 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 3 , b j 4 } from C to leave b j 4 as a leaf. Then, the total weight of the internal vertices in the resulting path is at least a 2 +a 1 +a
Case 10.2. If v is a tail, say b j 3 of the edge e j 3 (see Figures 15b and 15c) . If b 2 = b j 3 (see Figure 15b ), then we add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C makes it a cycle while delete the lightest edge of C ∩ M * to settle C since there are at least three edges in C ∩ M * ; if b 2 = b j 3 (see Figure 15c) , then by the claw-free property and the definition of v we conclude that b 1 is adjacent to a j 3 too, and thus the argument in Case 10.1 applies to settle C.
All possible cases have be discussed in the above. Figure 2b ) augmented with zero to three type-V components. Let the three original edges of M * in C be e j 1 , e j 2 , e j 3 , with e j 2 in the middle (see Figure 2b) , and the three tail vertices be b 1 , b 2 , b 3 (which replace b j 1 , b j 2 , b j 3 , respectively). We consider the situation where b 1 is the heaviest among the three tail vertices (the other situation is where b 2 is the heaviest, and can be similarly discussed). In the following, discussion for most cases is similar to the cases in the proof of Lemma 9, and thus not all details are presented (neither the illustration figures). Case 1. If b 1 is adjacent to a vertex v outside C, then we add the edge {b 1 , v} to F , which settles C, since the total weight of the internal vertices in C is at least a 1 + b 1 + a 2 + a 3 ≥ 2(b 2 + b 3 ) (recall that a vertex notation here represents the weight of the vertex).
In the sequel we assume b 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside C, and thus it has to be adjacent to some vertex inside C. Let v denote the vertex adjacent to b 1 that is the farthest to b 1 on C (tie breaks arbitrarily). We distinguish this distance d C (b 1 , v) ≥ 2 and where v locates. Case 2.1.
, then denote the head vertex other than a j 4 that b j 4 is also adjacent to as a j 5 . We conclude from the claw-free property that there must be at least an edge among a j 4 , a j 5 , b 1 , which contradicts the identity of the type-V component. Thus it is impossible to have
, then we conclude that d G (b 1 ) = 2 and thus d G (a 1 ) ≥ 3 by Operation 1, i.e. there is at least another edge incident at a 1 besides {a 1 , b j 4 } and {a 1 , b 1 }. Denote this neighbor of a 1 as u. If u is inside C, then u ∈ {b 2 , b 3 }; in the case of u = b 2 (the argument for u = b 3 is identical), we know that the branch incident at a j 1 contains at least three edges of M * (e j 1 , e j 4 , e 1 ), and thus we may add the edges {b j 4 , b 1 } and {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 4 } and the lightest among the three edges e j 1 , e j 4 , e 2 (which are on the created cycle), denoted as e x = {a x , b x }, from C. This way, the component becomes a tree with leaves b 3 , a x , b x . The total weight of the internal vertices in the tree is at least a 3 + (a 1 
If u is outside C, then we add the edge {b j 4 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 4 } from C, and add the edge {a 1 , u} to F ; this way, the component becomes a tree and thus C is settled. Case 3.1. If this type-V component contains more than one edge of M * , then by the claw-free property a j 1 must be adjacent to b 1 , which violates the definition of v being the farthest and thus it is impossible. Case 3.2. If the type-V component containing b 1 has only one edge of M * , which is {a 1 , b 1 }; in this case, we have d G (b 1 ) = 2, and thus d G (a 1 ) ≥ 3 by Operation 1, i.e. there is at least another edge incident at a 1 besides {a 1 , b j 1 } and {a 1 , b 1 }. Denote this neighbor of a 1 as u. If u is inside C, then u ∈ {b 2 , b 3 }. In the case of u = b 2 (the argument for u = b 3 is identical), we may add the edges {b 1 , b j 1 } and {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 1 } to form a cycle. When b j 2 = b 2 , we either delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } to leave b j 2 as a leaf, or delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } to leave a j 1 as a leaf. The maximum total weight of the internal vertices between the two trees is at least a 3 + a 1 + b 1 + a 2 + max{b 2 , a j 1 } ≥ 2(b 3 + min{b 2 , a j 1 }), and thus C is settled. When b j 2 = b 2 , we delete the lightest among the three edges e j 1 , e j 2 , e 2 (which are on the created cycle), denoted as e x = {a x , b x }, from C. This way, the component becomes a tree with leaves b 3 , a x , b x . The total weight of the internal vertices in the tree is at least a 3 + (a 1 
If u is outside C, then we add the edge {b 1 , b j 1 } to C while delete the edge {a 1 , b j 1 } from C, and add the edge {a 1 , u} to F ; this way, the component becomes a tree and thus C is settled. Case 4.1. If this type-V component contains more than one edge of M * , then denote one edge other than {a 1 , b 1 } as e j 4 = {a j 4 , b j 4 }. We add the edge {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while either delete the edge {a j 1 , b j 1 } to have a tree with leaves b j 1 , b 2 , b 3 , or delete the edge {a j 4 , b j 4 } to have a tree with leaves a j 4 , b j 4 , b 2 , b 3 . It follows that the maximum total weight of the internal vertices between the two trees is at least a 2 + a 3 + a 1 
Case 4.2. If this type-V component contains only one edge of M * , which is {a 1 , b 1 }, then from the claw-free property and the definition of v being the farthest we conclude that b j 1 is adjacent to at least one of a j 2 and b 1 .
Case 4.2.1. Assume b j 1 and a j 2 are adjacent. By treating a j 2 as the cut-vertex in Operation 1, we conclude that at least one of the three vertices a j 1 , b j 1 , a 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside of the set {a j 2 , a j 1 , b j 1 , a 1 , b 1 }.
Case 4.2.1.1. If a j 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside the component C, then we add the edges {a j 2 , b j 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , a j 1 } and {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , a j 1 ; thus, adding the edge {a j 1 , u} to F settles C.
If b j 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside the component C, then we add the edge {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , b j 1 ; thus, adding the edge {b j 1 , u} to F settles C.
If a 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside the component C, then we add the edges {a j 2 , b j 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , a j 1 } and {b j 1 , a 1 } from C to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , a 1 ; thus, adding the edge {a 1 , u} to F settles C.
Case 4.2.1.2. If a j 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside the component C, but to some vertices inside C, then let u denote the farthest neighbor on C (tie breaks arbitrarily). There are only four possibilities.
When u = a j 3 (u = b j 3 and b j 3 = b 3 implying that a j 3 and a j 1 are adjacent), we can add the edges {a j 3 , a j 1 }, {a j 2 , b j 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 3 , a j 2 }, {a j 2 , a j 1 } and {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C to obtain a path with leaves b 3 , b 2 ; thus, C is settled.
When u = b j 2 , we can add the edges {b j 2 , a j 1 }, {a j 2 , b j 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , a j 1 }, {a j 2 , b j 2 } and {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C to obtain a path with leaves b 3 , b 2 ; thus, C is settled.
When u = b 3 (whether b 3 = b j 3 or not), we can add the edge {b 3 , a j 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } from C to obtain a path with leaves b 2 , b 1 ; we also can add the edges {b 3 , a j 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , a j 1 } and {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C to obtain a path with leaves b 2 , b j 1 . It follows that the maximum total weight of the internal vertices between the two paths is at least a 2 + a j 1 + a 1 + max{b j 1 , b 1 } ≥ 2(b 2 + min{b j 1 , b 1 }); therefore, C is settled.
When u = b 2 , it can be shown the same as in the last paragraph by replacing b 3 with b 2 , that C can be settled.
Case 4.2.1.3. If a 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside the component C, but to some vertices inside C, then let u denote the farthest neighbor on C (tie breaks arbitrarily). Note that u cannot be any head vertex, as otherwise it violates the algorithm; u cannot be any tail vertex either, unless it is b 2 or b 3 . Therefore there are only two possibilities.
When u = b 3 (whether b 3 = b j 3 or not), we can add the edges {b 3 , a 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 }. Then, we either delete {a 1 , b 1 } to obtain a path with leaves b 2 , b 1 , or delete {a 1 , b j 1 } to obtain a path with leaves b 2 , b j 1 . It follows that the maximum total weight of the internal vertices between the two paths is at least a 2 + a j 1 + a 1 + max{b
Case 4.2.1.4. If b j 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside the component C, but to some vertices inside C, then let u denote the farthest neighbor on C (tie breaks arbitrarily).
When u ∈ {a j 3 , b j 3 , b j 2 } (u = b j 3 and b j 3 = b 3 implying that a j 3 and b j 1 are adjacent), similarly as in Case 4.2.1.2, we can convert C into a path with leaves b 3 , b 2 to settle C. In the remaining case, u is inside one of the attached type-V components.
When u is a head, say a j 4 of the edge e j 4 in the type-V component attached to b j 2 (or b j 3 ), and assume that a j 4 is adjacent to b j 5 besides b j 4 , then we can do nothing to have a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , b 1 ; or we can add the edge {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 1 , b j 1 } to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , b j 1 ; or we can add the edges {a j 4 , b j 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 4 , b j 5 } and {a j 1 , b j 1 } to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , b j 5 . The maximum total weight of the internal vertices among the three trees is at least
When u is a tail, say b j 4 of the edge e j 4 in the type-V component attached to
∈ {b 2 , b 3 }, then from the claw-free property and the definition of u we conclude that b j 1 is also adjacent to a j 4 . Thus the argument in the last paragraph applies to settle C.
Lastly, when u = b 2 (or b 3 , which can be shown in the same way), we conclude that b 2 is adjacent either to a j 1 , which is settled in Case 4.2.1.2, or to a 1 , which is settled in Case 4.2.1.3.
Case 4.2.2. Assume b j 1 is not adjacent to a j 2 but to b 1 . By treating a j 1 as the cut-vertex in Operation 1, we conclude that at least one of the two vertices b j 1 , a 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside the set {a j 1 , b j 1 , a 1 , b 1 }.
Case 4.2.2.1. If b j 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside the component C, then we add the edge {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 1 , b j 1 } from C to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , b j 1 ; thus, adding the edge {b j 1 , u} to F settles C.
If a 1 is adjacent to a vertex u outside the component C, then we add the edges {b j 1 , b 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 1 , b j 1 } and {a 1 , b 1 } from C to obtain a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , a 1 ; thus, adding the edge {a 1 , u} to F settles C.
Case 4.2.2.2. If a 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside the component C, but to some vertices inside C, then let u denote the farthest neighbor on C (tie breaks arbitrarily). Note that u cannot be any head vertex, as otherwise it violates the algorithm; u cannot be any tail vertex either, unless it is b 2 or b 3 . Therefore there are only two possibilities. (This is very similar to Case 4.2.1.3.)
When u = b 3 (whether b 3 = b j 3 or not), we can add the edges {b 3 , a 1 } and {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 }. Then, we can delete {a 1 , b 1 } to obtain a path with leaves b 2 , b 1 , or we can delete {a 1 , b j 1 } to obtain a path with leaves b 2 , b j 1 . It follows that the maximum total weight of the internal vertices between the two paths is at least a 2 + a j 1 + a 1 + max{b
Case 4.2.2.3. If b j 1 is not adjacent to any vertex outside the component C, but to some vertices inside C, then let u denote the farthest neighbor on C (tie breaks arbitrarily). Note that u = a j 2 , which is Case 4.2.1. When u ∈ {a j 3 , b j 3 , b j 2 }, similarly as in Case 4.2.1.2, we can convert C into a path with leaves b 3 , b 2 to settle C. In the remaining case, u is inside one of the attached type-V components. (This is very similar to Case 4.2.1.4.)
When u is a head, say a j 4 of the edge e j 4 in the type-V component attached to b j 2 (or b j 3 ), and assume that a j 4 is adjacent to b j 5 besides b j 4 , then we can do nothing to have a tree with leaves b 3 , b 2 , b 1 ; or we can add the edge {a j 1 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 1 , b j 1 } to obtain a tree with leaves
When u is a tail, say b j 4 of the edge e j 4 in the type-V component attached to b j 2 (or b j 3 ), but b j 4 / ∈ {b 2 , b 3 }, then from the claw-free property and the definition of u we conclude that b j 1 is also adjacent to a j 4 . Thus the argument in the last paragraph applies to settle C.
Lastly, when u = b 2 (or b 3 , which can be shown in the same way), we conclude that b 2 is adjacent either to a j 1 or to a 1 , the latter of which is settled in Case 4.2.2.3. In the remaining case where b 2 is adjacent to a j 1 , we can add the edge {b 2 , a j 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 1 , a j 2 } to obtain a path with leaves b 3 , b 1 ; or we can add the edges {b 2 , a j 1 } and {b 1 , a j 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 1 , a j 2 } and {a j 1 , b j 1 } to obtain a path with leaves b 3 , b j 1 . The maximum total weight of the internal vertices between the two trees is at least
Case 5. If b 1 = b j 1 and v = a j 2 , then by the claw-free property there is at least an edge among b j 2 , a j 1 , b 1 . Note that b j 2 and b 1 cannot be adjacent due to the definition of the vertex v being the farthest. If a j 1 and b 1 are adjacent, then it has been proven in the above Case 4 that C can be settled. If b j 2 and a j 1 are adjacent, then we add the edges {a j 2 , b 1 } and {a j 1 , b j 2 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , a j 1 } and {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C; this way we obtain a path with two leaves b 2 and b 3 , and thus it settles C. Case 6. If b 1 = b j 1 and v = b j 2 , then we add the edge {b j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C; this way we obtain a path with two leaves b 2 and b 3 , and thus it settles C.
If b 1 = b j 1 and v = a j 3 , then we add the edge {a j 3 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 3 , a j 2 } from C; this way we obtain a path with two leaves b 2 and b 3 , and thus it settles C.
If b 1 = b j 1 and v = b j 3 , then there are two possible scenarios. When b 3 = b j 3 , by the clawfree property and the definition of v we conclude that a j 3 and b 1 must be adjacent, and the last paragraph shows that C is settled. When b 3 = b j 3 , we add the edge {b 3 , b 1 } to C while either delete the edge {a 3 , a j 2 } from C to achieve a path with two leaves a 3 , b 2 , or delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } from C to achieve a path with leaves a j 1 , b 2 ; we may also do nothing to C which is a tree with leaves b 1 , b 2 , b 3 . Among these three trees, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least Case 7.1. If v is a head, say a j 4 of the edge e j 4 , and assume that a j 4 is adjacent to b j 5 besides b j 4 , then we consider two distinct scenarios.
Case 7.1.1. When b j 5 = b j 2 , besides two leaves b 2 and b 3 , we either do nothing to C to leave b 1 as a leaf, or add the edge {a j 4 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 4 , b j 5 } from C to leave b j 5 as a leaf, or add the edge {a j 4 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C to leave b j 2 as a leaf. Among these three trees, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least
Case 7.1.2. When b j 5 = b j 2 , by the claw-free property and the definition of the vertex v we conclude that b j 2 is adjacent to at least one of b j 4 and b 1 . If b j 2 and b j 4 are adjacent, then we add the edges {a j 4 , b 1 } and {b j 2 , b j 4 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , b j 2 } and {a j 4 , b j 4 } from C to obtain a path with leaves b 2 and b 3 ; if b j 2 and b 1 are adjacent, then we add the edge {b j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C to obtain a path with leaves b 2 and b 3 . Thus, C is settled.
Case 7.2. In the other case v is a tail, say b j 4 of the edge e j 4 . Case 7.2.1. If b 2 = b j 4 , then besides the leaf b 3 , we either do nothing to C to leave b 1 , b 2 as leaves, or add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } to leave a j 1 as a leaf, or add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } to leave b j 2 as a leaf. Among these three trees, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least
(In this paragraph, we deal with the case where b 3 takes the role of b 2 and prove our claim at the beginning of Case 7 "that the same argument applies to b 3 = b j 3 and v is in the type-V component containing b 3 ". The complete assumption of Case 7.2.1 is thus b 3 = b j 3 and v = b 3 . Then, besides the leaf b 2 , we either do nothing to C to leave b 1 , b 3 as leaves, or add the edge {b 1 , b 3 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } to leave a j 1 as a leaf, or add the edge {b 1 , b 3 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 3 } to leave a j 3 as a leaf. Among these three trees, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least
thus, C is settled. In summary, here the vertex a j 3 takes up the role of b j 2 correspondingly.) does not applied to settle C due to the deferent v), besides the leaves b 2 and b 3 , we either do nothing to C to leave b 1 as a leaf, or add the edge {b 1 , a j 4 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } to leave b j 2 as a leaf, or add the edge {b 1 , a j 4 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , a j 1 } to leave a j 1 as a leaf. Among these three trees, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least
This finishes the discussion on Case 7.
In summary, Cases 2-7 together prove that when b 1 = b j 1 , the component C can be settled. We next consider the situation where b 1 = b j 1 , that is, there is no type-V component attached to b j 1 . Case 8.1. If there is a vertex u outside C that is adjacent to a 1 , then we add the edge {a 1 , u} to F , add the edge {a j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , a 1 } from C; this way, C is settled.
Case 8.2. Note that if a 1 and b j 3 ( = b 3 ) are adjacent, then a 1 and a j 3 are adjacent too. By the claw-free property, we conclude that a 1 must be adjacent to a vertex u ∈ {a j 3 , b 3 , b j 2 , b 2 }.
Case 8.2.1. When u = a j 3 (or u = b j 2 ), we add the edges {a 1 , u} and {b 1 , a j 2 } to C while delete the edges {u, a j 2 } and {a j 2 , a 1 } from C; this way, we obtain a path with two leaves b 3 and b 2 , and thus settle C.
Case 8.2.2. Otherwise, a j 3 and b j 2 are adjacent. When u = b 2 ( = b j 2 ), we add the edge {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , a 1 } from C, to obtain a path with two leaves b 3 and b 1 ; we may also add the edges {a 1 , b 2 } and {a j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the edges {a j 2 , a 1 } and {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C to obtain a path with two leaves b 3 and b j 2 . Between these two paths, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least
, the same argument applies to settle C.
Case 9. If b 1 = b j 1 and v = b j 2 , we add the edge {b 1 , b j 2 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } from C; this way, we obtain a path with two leaves b 3 and b 2 , and thus C is settled.
If b 1 = b j 1 and v = a j 3 , we add the edge {b 1 , a j 3 } to C while delete the edge {a j 3 , a j 2 } from C; this way, we obtain a path with two leaves b 3 and b 2 , and thus C is settled.
If b 1 = b j 1 and v = b j 3 , then we distinguish whether b j 3 = b 3 or not. When b j 3 = b 3 , then b 1 and a j 3 must be adjacent in G and thus C can be settled as in the last paragraph. When b j 3 = b 3 , if a j 3 is adjacent to one of a 1 and b j 2 , then we can obtain a path with two leaves b 3 and b 2 to settle C; if a 1 and b j 2 are adjacent and b j 2 = b 2 , then we can obtain a path with two leaves being b 2 and the lightest among a 3 , a j 2 , a 1 , and thus the total weight of the internal vertices of this path is at least a 2 + a 3 + a j 2 + a 1 + b 1 − min{a 3 , a j 2 , a 1 } ≥ 2(b 2 + min{a 3 , a j 2 , a 1 }), which settles C; otherwise b j 2 = b 2 , and then we add the edge {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {a 2 , a 1 } from C to obtain a cycle, followed by deleting the lightest edge of C ∩ M * = {{a 1 , b 1 }, {a 2 , b 2 }, {a 3 , b 3 }} to settle C. , we either do nothing to C to leave b 1 , b 2 as leaves, or add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , a 1 } to leave a 1 as a leaf, or add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C and delete the edge {a j 2 , b j 2 } to leave b j 2 as a leaf. Among these three trees, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices is at least
, then by the claw-free property and the definition of v we conclude that b 1 is adjacent to a j 4 too. Assume that a j 4 is adjacent to b j 5 besides b j 4 . When b j 5 = b j 2 , the argument in Case 7.1.1 can be applied to settle C; when b j 5 = b j 2 , if a j 3 and b j 2 are adjacent, then we add the edges {a j 3 , b j 2 } and {b 1 , a j 4 } to C and delete the edges {a j 3 , a j 2 } and {b j 2 , a j 4 } to achieve a path with leaves b 3 and b 2 ; if a j 3 and a 1 are adjacent, then we add the edges {a j 3 , a 1 }, {b 1 , a j 4 } and {b 1 , b j 4 } to C and delete the edges {a j 3 , a j 2 }, {a 1 , b 1 } and {a j 4 , b j 4 } to achieve a path with leaves b 3 and b 2 ; if b j 2 and a 1 are adjacent, then we add the edges {b j 2 , a 1 }, {b 1 , a j 4 } and {b 1 , b j 4 } to C and delete the edges {a j 2 , b j 2 }, {a 1 , b 1 } and {a j 4 , b j 4 } to achieve a path with leaves b 3 and b 2 . Thus, C is settled.
All possible cases have be discussed in the above. The lemma is proven. ✷ Lemma 11 A type-III component in the subgraph H 3 can be settled.
Proof. Recall that a type-III component C in its original form contains only one edge e j 1 = {a j 1 , b j 1 } of M * , with another edge {a j 1 , x} where x ∈ X (see Figure 3a) ; there could be a type-V component attached to b j 1 , with its tail b 1 replacing the role of b j 1 .
followed by deleting the lightest edge of C ∩ M * from C. Since C ∩ M * has at least three edges, this settles C.
and v is in the type-V component containing b 2 , we distinguish whether v is a head or a tail. Case 7.1. If v is a head, say a j 3 of the edge e j 3 , and assume that a j 3 is adjacent to b j 4 besides b j 3 , then we do nothing to C to leave b 1 as a leaf when w(b 1 ) ≤ w(b j 4 ), or otherwise add the edge {a j 3 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 3 , b j 4 } from C to leave b j 4 as a leaf. In either way, the total weight of the internal vertices of the resulting path is at least a 2 +a j 4 +a 1 +max{b j 4 , b 1 } ≥ 2(b 2 +min{b j 4 , b 1 }). Therefore, in either case C can be settled.
Case 7.2. If v is a tail, say b j 3 of the edge e j 3 . If b 2 = b j 3 , then we add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C to obtain a cycle, followed by deleting the lightest edge of C ∩ M * from C. Since C ∩ M * has at least three edges, this settles C. If b 2 = b j 3 , then by the claw-free property and the definition of v we conclude that b 1 is adjacent to a j 3 too, and thus the argument in Case 7.1 applies to settle C. This finishes the discussion on Case 7.
In summary, Cases 2-7 together prove that when b 1 = b j 1 , the component C can be settled. We next consider the situation where Case 8.1. If u is inside C, then u = b 2 by our construction algorithm and the claw-free property. If b 2 = b j 2 , then we add the edges {a 1 , b 2 } and {x, b 1 } to C while delete the edge {x, a 1 } from C to obtain a cycle, followed by deleting the lightest edge of C ∩ M * ; this settles C since C ∩ M * has at least three edges. If b 2 = b j 2 , then we add the edges {a 1 , b 2 } and {x, b 1 } to C while delete the edges {x, a 1 } and {x, a 2 } from C to obtain a path with leaves x and a 2 when w(a 2 ) ≤ w(b 1 ), or otherwise we add the edge {a 1 , b 2 } to C while delete the edge {x, a 1 } from C to obtain a path with leaves x and b 1 . In either way, the total weight of the internal vertices of the resulting path is at least a 1 + max{a 2 , b 1 } ≥ 2 min{a 2 , b 1 }. Therefore, C can be settled.
Case 8.2. If u is outside C, then we add the edge {b 1 , x} to C while delete the edge {a 1 , x} from C, and add the edge {a 1 , u} to F ; this way, the component becomes a path and thus C is settled.
Case 9. If b 1 = b j 1 and v = a j 2 , then we add the edge {a j 2 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 2 , x} from C to obtain a path with leaves x and b 2 . Therefore, C can be settled.
If b 1 = b j 1 and v = b j 2 , when b 2 = b j 2 then we conclude from the claw-free property and the definition of v that a j 2 and b 1 are also adjacent, and thus C can be settled as in the last paragraph; when b 2 = b j 2 , we can either do nothing to C to leave b 1 and b 2 as leaves, or add the edge {b 2 , b 1 } to C to obtain a cycle, followed by either deleting the edge {a 2 , x} to obtain a path with leaves a 2 and x, or deleting the edge {a 1 , x} to obtain a path with leaves a 1 and x. This way, the maximum total weight of the internal vertices among the three resulting paths is at least
Thus, C can be settled. Case 10.1. If v is a head, say a j 3 of the edge e j 3 , and assume that a j 3 is adjacent to b j 4 besides b j 3 , then we do nothing to C to leave b 1 as a leaf if w(b 1 ) ≤ w(b j 4 ), or otherwise add the edge {a j 3 , b 1 } to C while delete the edge {a j 3 , b j 4 } from C to leave b j 4 as a leaf. This way, the total weight of the internal vertices of the resulting path is at least a 1 + a 2 + a j 4 + max{b 1 , b j 4 } ≥ 2(b 2 + min{b 1 , b j 4 }). Thus, C can be settled.
Case 10.2. If v is a tail, say b j 3 of the edge e j 3 . If b 2 = b j 3 , then we add the edge {b 1 , b 2 } to C to make it a cycle followed by deleting the lightest edge of C ∩ M * ; this settles C since there are at least three edges in C ∩ M * . If b 2 = b j 3 , then from the claw-free property and the definition of v, we conclude that a j 3 must be adjacent to b 1 too. Therefore, the same as in Case 10.1, C can be settled.
All possible cases have be discussed in the above. The lemma is proven. ✷ Lemma 13 A type-VI component in the subgraph H 3 can be settled.
Proof. Recall that a type-VI component C is a cycle containing two or more edges of M * , where the head of one edge of M * is adjacent to the tail of another edge of M * (see Figure 4b) . Clearly, if there are three or more edges of M * in C, we simply delete the lightest one to settle C. In the sequel we deal with the case where C is a length-4 cycle. Denote the two edges of C ∩M * as {a 1 , b 1 } and {a 2 , b 2 }, and assume that w(b 1 ) ≥ w(b 2 ). If a 1 (a 2 , respectively) is adjacent to a vertex v outside C, then we add the edge {a 1 , v} ({a 2 , v}, respectively) to F and delete the edge {a 1 , b 2 } ({a 2 , b 2 }, respectively) from C; this way, the total weight of the internal vertices is at least a 1 + a 2 + b 1 ≥ 3b 2 , and thus C is settled.
If neither a 1 nor a 2 is adjacent to any vertex v outside C, then we conclude from the construction algorithm that d G (a 1 ) = d G (a 2 ) = 2 since a 1 and a 2 are not adjacent to each other. It follows from the claw-free property that neither b 1 nor b 2 can be adjacent to any vertex u outside C. This implies |V | = 4, a contradiction to our assumption that |V | ≥ 5. The lemma is proved. ✷
Theorem 2
The MwIST problem on claw-free graphs admits a 12/7-approximation algorithm.
Proof. The above Lemmas 9-13 state that every component of the subgraph H 3 = G[V, M * ∪ M aa ∪ N aa ∪ N ax ∪ M ab ∪ N ab ] can be settled, without affecting any other components. Also, such a settling process for a component takes only linear time, by scanning once the edges in the subgraph induced on the set of vertices of the component. By settling, essentially the component is converted into a tree, possibly with one edge of F specified for connecting a leaf of the tree outwards.
In the next step of the algorithm, it iteratively processes the heaviest component C, i.e. with the largest w(C ∩ M * ). If the component C has been associated with an edge e of F , and using the edge e to connect a leaf of the resulting tree for C outwards does not create a cycle, then the algorithm does this and C is processed. This guarantees the total weight of the internal vertices in V (C) is at least 2w(C ∩ M * )/3. If using the edge e to connect a leaf of the resulting tree for C outwards would create a cycle, the algorithm processes C by replacing C with another tree that guarantees the total weight of the internal vertices in V (C) at least 1 2 w(C ∩ M * ). Notice that the latter case happens only because of (at least) one edge of F in an earlier iteration where a distinct component C ′ was processed, which connects a vertex of C ′ into a vertex of C. Therefore, every such C is associated with a distinct component C ′ processed by the algorithm in an earlier iteration, and thus w(C ′ ) ≥ w(C). On the other hand, every such component C ′ is associated to one C only, due to its edge in F connecting a leaf outwards into a vertex of C. It follows that for this pair of components C and C ′ , the total weight of the internal vertices in V (C) ∪ V (C ′ ) is at least w(C)/2 + 2w(C ′ )/3 ≥ 7(w(C) + w(C ′ ))/12.
After all components of H 3 are processed, we obtain a forest for which the total weight of the internal vertices therein is at least 7w(M * )/12. The algorithm lastly uses any other available edges of E to interconnect the forest into a final tree, denoted as T ; clearly w(T ) ≥ 7w(M * )/12. The time for the interconnecting purpose is at most O(m log n). Therefore, by Corollary 1 we have a 7/12-approximation algorithm for the MwIST problem on claw-free graphs. ✷
Concluding remarks
We have presented an improved approximation algorithm for the vertex weighted MIST problem, denoted MwIST, which achieves the worst-case performance ratio 1/2, beating the previous best ratio of 1/(3 + ǫ), designed by Knauer and Spoerhase in 2009 [7] . The key ingredient in the design and analysis of our algorithm is a novel relationship between MwIST and the maximum weight matching, which we uncovered and it is inspired by the work [12, 11, 2] . A step further, for the problem restricted to claw-free graphs, we presented a 7/12-approximation algorithm, improving the previous best ratio of 1/2 designed by Salamon in 2009 for claw-free graphs without leaves. It would be interesting to see whether this newly uncovered relationship, possibly combined with other new ideas, can be explored further to design better approximation algorithms for MwIST, or special cases of MwIST including claw-free graphs and cubic graphs.
